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LORD BYRON'S ‘DON JUAN’: THE EASTERN CONTEXT
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ABSTRACT:
This paper reveals insight into "The 
eastern setting in Lord Byron's Don Juan. 
In spite of some shortcoming in 
structure and shape, and regardless of 
much joke, temptation characteristics, 
Don Juan is a huge creation in its subject. 
Continuously reluctant about his 
abstract standing, Byron did not 
disregard to incorporate scholarly and 
social feedback in this comedic epic. In 
other words, it is an ironical work in a 
comic style; it presents the picture of the 
current situation with national. 
Consequently, it is so hard to examine 
the shifted points in Byron's Don Juan; 
this paper will focus on the picture of 
resident in the sonnet. The person in 
Lord Byron's Don Juan must practice 
national personalities, where practices 

of induction and isolation can shape and maintain limits and national character. It recognizes homes and away, the 
unverifiable or certain. It regularly includes the defamation and dehumanization of gatherings, which additionally 
legitimizes endeavors to cultivate and abuse these 'mediocre' others. In this paper, I endeavor to reveal some 
insight into something that can never be communicated in words. Byron acquired this fact from the sagas of Virgil 
and Homer; the parody of François Marie Voltaire, Miguel de Cervantes, Alexander Pope, and Jonathan Swift; and 
the picaresque books of Tobias Smollett, Henry Fielding, and Laurence Sterne. The outcome is a work satiric in tone, 
epic in scope, and cruelly reasonable in its depiction of individual and national mindfulness.

KEYWORDS
Lord Byron’s, Seraglio, Gulbeyaz.
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INTRODUCTION

 Ruler Byron is freely adulated as the trendy, infamous craftsman among the considerable 
sentimental artists. Their dynamism has fundamentally pulled in the hearts and psyches of more 
individuals and furthermore their enthusiasm to give opportunity for persecuted people in all spots. 
Their work generally exemplifies the Romanticism in their distinctive shades. The fame of the Bryon's 
ballads had enormously make as a Romantic legend, regularly named as Byronic Hero, who is spooky by 
mystery blame, complex, resistant and free-considering, in spite of the fact that go about as a warrior for 
flexibility (Thorslev 1962). Various faultfinders watched Lord Byron by and by goes about as the model to 
driving the character; in this way, he is called as the Byronic legend. This paper endeavored to reveal 
insight into ideological clashes that emerges because of the social varieties of characters depicted in 
Lord Byron's Don Juan. Further, this paper portrayed the verifiable settings of Lord Byron's Don Juan. In 
this paper, I contend that Don Juan as wonderful writings, scholarly item, and the social occasion. Wear 
Juan who is a Byronic legend, their patterns and mentalities are same to Byron (Therslev 1962). He is 
pleased, imprudent, presumptuous, brave and energetic and furthermore he is the essential sensational 
formation of Byron(Therslev 1962). In addition, he adored ladies, however he isn't faithful to ladies. 
 Byron at the season of living in Greece and Turkey made the Eastern affinities which shaded their 
Eastern stories (Rishmawi 1999), are yet felt in their later verse, particularly in their remarkable 
creativity. Despite the fact that the Eastern stories is the comparative story of Don Juan, it brought up the 
mentality of Byron toward Juan.
 As their one of the story part of Eastern, stories portrayed the Byron make an unmistakable 
foundation and a great expectation for their inclusion as saint alongside ladies and men in Eastern 
setting, their interest as Byronic legend offer approach to him in vengeance and savagery, and bears the 
succeeding sentiment of regret and blame. At that point, the Eastern stories of Byron portrayed the 
profound contemplations all through his reputational years and blocked him from going berserk. Byron's 
social inclusion is fixated on the Seraglio, defilement and the Eastern power image and furthermore the 
more effective Muslim East in the Western innovation. The enthusiasm of Byron toward the Seraglio is in 
two levels, for example, political and social. Through the social level perspective, Byron clearly 
uncovered that the Seraglio tenants, the Sultan, his most adorable spouse (Sultana Gülbeyaz), the 
eunuch, maids, and unveils preposterous illustrations that depict the associations exist amongst them, 
and furthermore those why they have with the outside world. Such ungainliness is unmistakably seen in 
the thrilling background amongst Juan and Gulbeyaz, the Sultan's state of mind to his various servants 
and spouses, and furthermore the group of concubines, which is the more saved Seraglio wing. From the 
political perspective, Byron demonstrates the flippant in lewd and unmistakable Seraglio ace and 
somewhat scrutinized himself for the unsuccessful for the assault of Ismail that prompts a large number 
of legitimate individuals' demise happened. Likewise, the Seraglio bolsters Byron presented his extreme 
assault contrary to despots and oppression (in this circumstance, the Gulbeyaz and Sultan) (Rishmawi 
1999) who twist the put control into them through the humanity. Indeed, one have to recall that Byron's 
steady fight against Turkish despots does not turn away him from recognizing Turkish troopers gallantry 
and bravery who pass on the home guard, and from Juan creation, as a saint to spare the life of Leila, the 
Orphan offspring of Turkey. In fact, Byron achieves an ethical fairness in the enormous level in his point of 
the Turkish City of Ismail. This gives the intense affectation to faulting vain commanders and erratic wars.
Before we face off regarding the composition of Byron in the mind boggling seraglio social life, and his 
serio-funny, sensible and tenant's characters through the mental investigation, this is imperative to 
center around the manner by which Juan, Byron's legend, truly go into the castle of Sultana – which is the 
saved place for illustrious associations or foundation individuals or for the sultan's eunuchs and 
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collection of mistresses. Such happening takes us in reverse to slave market of Istanbul in which the 
Eastern setting of Juan begins. Through the slave market of Istanbul, Juan is at long last sold by Baba who 
is the regal eunuch who isn't wasting various circumstances in moving their profitable cargo to its end. 
Wear Juan does not comprehend the truth; he went into the sultana's castle. As he pushed generally to 
the one corner place of the royal residence amid the time, he comprehended Baba's corrupting activity. 
As per Baba's danger of mutilation, Juan acknowledged to wear the Sultan's home house keeper dress. 
At a similar dress, Juan fled from according to Gülbeyaz's room guardians and in conclusion went into the 
Gulbeyaz's room. Accordingly, the experience begins amongst Juan and Gulbeyaz. This is the experience 
that plainly uncovered that sexual and social multifaceted nature episode happened in the royal 
residence. 
 In a sudden circumstance, vital clarification past the question is love; both Juan and Gulbeyazare 
diverse characters. Gulbeyaz, considers Juan is affirm, summon him to end her life. "Christian, canst thou 
adore?" However, the Juan does not acknowledge the request of Gulbeyaz and requests that adoration 
is just a free demonstration. Also, Juan triumphantly expresses that "regardless of whether despots 
subjugate our tissue, our spirits will stay free, and that affection itself is an endowment of flexibility"

Our souls are free, and this in vain
We would against them make the flesh obeyThe
spirit in the end will have its way. (CV Cx)
*****
Love is for the free!
I am not dazzled by this splendid roof:
Whatever thy power and great is seems to be.
Heads bow, Knees bend, eyes watch around a throne
And hands obey- our hearts are still our own. (CV CXXVii)

 One can consider there are two strategies for deciphering differ that emerges amongst Juan and 
Gulbeyaz where the best rejects her sexual approach. Mcgann trusts that the Juan seemed to confide in 
the aphorism validity is "Love is for the free" (112) and furthermore ascribes the ethical remain to their 
immaculateness (113). At that point Additionally, Gulbeyaz have not the capacity to perceived the Juan, 
for the reason that Gulbeyaz goes under the standard methodology being a tyrant, obeyed and heard 
and along these lines she doesn't comprehended the lesson of Juan.

This was a truth to us extremely trite
Not so to her, who ne’er had heard of such things
She deem’d her least command might yield delight
Earth being made of queens and kings. (CV CXXXViii)

 Further, Juan by and by engaged with bargaining their witticism. It was apparent the softening 
idea of Juan in their ethical remain with rough sexiness of Gulbeyaz. From this first assault of Gulbeyazis 
to summon Juan have intercourse with her, this order are intensely vary strikingly in the psyche of Juan 
with the cherished Haidee experience of unspoiled island. Thus, it demonstrated the most beautiful 
recollections and extreme agony by servitude, Juan cries and contended that Gulbeyaz possesses their 
tissue, however does not their own particular soul. In spite of the fact that, the Juan tears makes the 
soaking impact of Gulbeyaz eyes.
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And thus Gulbeyaz, though she knew not why,
Felt an odd glistening moisture in her eye (CV Cxx)
 Gulbeyazis yet situated on happening with her plans. Hence, she attacks Juan once more, this 
time by tossing herself wildly on him:

She rose, and pausing one chaste moment, threw
Herself upon his breast, and there she grew. (CV Cxxv)
However, he is yet perfect, regardless he trusts in the freedom of the heart. Politely, Juan accepts the
Gulbeyaz and described that he does a thing of “a sultana’s sensual Phantasy.

The Prison’d eagle will not pair, nor I
Serve a Sultana’s sensual phantasy. (CV Cxxvi).

 Still from the specific circumstance, changes happened in a few things. Gulbeyaz, who indicated 
like this she lost her "magnificent" quality and advance, finally hoping to tears. Amusingly, the wonder 
happens because of the tears of Gulbeyaz, Juan, made set up his brain:
 
To be impaled, or quarter’ed as a dish
For dogs, or to be slain with pangs refined,
Or thrown to lions, or made baits for fish (CV Cxli)
Could not resist “a woman crying [!]”
But all his great preparative’s for dying
Dissolved like snow before a woman crying (CV cxli)

 Juan is tolerating the order of Gulbeyaz as a wonder. Be that as it may, shockingly Sultan came at 
this troublesome circumstance! In this way one can close by depicting that the adoration idea of Juan is a 
demonstration of the through and through freedom that may look courageous and sentimental, a could 
be perceived amusingly, if not satirically. Keeping an eye on contemplated the contention encounter 
between the Juan and Gulbeyaz, it portrays the female accommodation, and shortcoming while male 
speaks to the specialist and power (Maninng 19-55). Juan reacts negatively to lewd gestures of Gulbeyaz 
in light of the fact that amid the adoration amusement minute, Gilbeyaz go about as man and Juan as 
ladies, Juanna. In light of the fact that at that period of the worship preoccupation she is the man and he 
is the exposed woman: Juanna. It is exactly when Gulbeyaz cried i.e., transformed into a woman, that 
Juan began to yield and apologize for his animalistic direct. Likewise paying little mind to the likelihood 
that the Sultan's sudden appearances shield Juan from cleaning his manliness, he in any occasion 
recovers his assurance in his masculinity that was truly undermined by his cultured "camouflage." 
 By and large, enthusiasm of Byron toward Don Juan isn't obliged to the clarification of the 
unpredictable and troublesome sexual/social life in the seraglio. The effect of Seraglio is felt outside its 
riddle displays and strikingly in the front line among the Russians and the Turksover the Ismail, a Turkish 
city. Moreover, Byron's reasonableness is reflected in his yielding of the certified courage of the Tartar 
Khan who bites the dust with respect to his home, and his sickness at the Turkish Pasha who carelessly 
smokes his channel and frail Russians surrenders. Byron sees the khans as he is by all accounts: not "a 
Priam's Peleus' or Jove's tyke, "but rather a decent plain, old, mild man who battled with his five kids in 
the Van" (CVicv). Along these lines, we can see that Byron does not rebuff all Turks because of the lead of 
the Turkish Pasha. Undoubtedly, he makes a spot for the Tartar Khan among the legends of conventional 
Western custom. This is an affirmation of Byron's appreciates and resistance of the advantages that 
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settle on society comparable and his decision not to take after the speculation of the Muslim East as a 
place of a substandard society.
 Taking everything into account, one can state that in spite of the fact that Byron portrayed 
different subjects are said in Don Juan however Byron might speak to a middle of the road picture and 
humors of the East, this portrayal could prompts well-known in both East and Western nations 
delineated as mind of writer. Also, one can comprehended the state of mind improvement of Byron 
toward the East culture by their critical investigation of Gulbeyaz complex nature. In this story, there is no 
particular of Byron so significantly dove in the heart and psyche of a solid lady in the East and portrayed 
the opposing sentiments and the ladylike idea of Juan with Gulbeyaz. Gulnare, energetic and solid isn't 
drawing in .
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